A GLOSSARY OF MYCOLOGY

By WALTER H. SNELL and ESTHER A. DICK

This new dictionary of nearly 7000 terms will prove an indispensable reference work in the study of fungi. Its scope is wide and the authors have provided definitions of technical terms and their derivation; common or popular, vernacular, and obsolete terms; terms used in the field of medical mycology and antibiotics; names of the originators of the terms; folklore terms; and color terms. Many terms not strictly mycological are included because of their usefulness to students of mycology and their presence in mycological literature. Fifteen plates consisting of 190 line drawings by Henry A. C. Jackson illustrate the terms. $5.00
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"...as man speaks, so he is."

THE Art of Eloquence

By THEODORE R. McKELDIN, LL.D.,
Governor of Maryland, 1951–

and JOHN C. KRANTZ, Jr., Ph.D., Sc.D.,
Professor of Pharmacology, University of Maryland
School of Medicine

With a foreword by LOWELL THOMAS

Practical, tested rules by two popular public speakers show you how to:

Have something to say
Choose clothes, words, gestures
Conquer stage fright
Judge your audience

Speak over the radio
Appear at your best on TV
Be chairman or toastmaster
Get elected to office

Selected addresses by the authors give you sample speeches for all occasions: presentation, dedication, commencement, welcome, acceptance, etc., many inspirational addresses on a variety of topics, and addresses commemorating various significant events.

Whether you are a novice or an experienced speaker, you will find valuable information and many helpful hints in this well-written guide to effective speech.

255 pp. $3.00
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